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| Famous Simmons 

| Hide-A-Bed 

| Values $^AO.50 1 
| to *249 170 

Beautifully tailored by Simmons in choice decorator fabrics. 

Choose in all colors in brocatelle, damasks, and tapestry. 
Makes gorgeous sofa by day ... double bed by night. 
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| Famous Sofa Bed 

| in Tapestry 
| Regularly $ C 0.66 
| »89.59 JO' 

Imagine getting this beautiful sofa bed at such a low, low 

fH price! Cleverly tailored in a rich beige, rote, or blue 

tapestry ... has luxurious innerspring construction! 
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| 2-Pc. Kroehler 

| Sofa Bed Suite j 
| Regularly $<f ^ ̂  .13 
| *189.95 I J J | 

Get Kroehler's famed "cushionized" comfort and luxurious = 3 

styling and SAVE at this reduced price! You get large 
sofa and chair, tailored in fine tapostry, in choica of rich | 
colon. 
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| Famous Eclipse | 
1 Sleep Chair ! 
■ i 
| Regularly $ j 
| *54.95 1 

Mod* and styled by nationally known Edipf*! It's a | 
d* lux*, innerspring loung* chair by day and converts in 

seconds to • full-length single bed at night. Choice of 
colors. i 

1 Simmons De Luxe 
■' * s 

| 90-Coif Spring { 
I Regularly 
| *14.95 

Sleep m new, relaxed comfort with this genuine Simmons 
coil spring! 90 resilient steel coils are helical tied for 

lasting service. Choose in both twin and double sizes. 
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( Twin-Sleeper 
| Sofa | 

Special a ^ hv g» a 

1 Introductory* -50 j 
It's new, it's different, it's ot HfirH. The only true sofa 

opening into two 39" wide, thick, innerspring bed-height 
beds. Limited stock. Special order delivery, 3 weeks. 
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Silver Spring Store, 8435 Georgia 
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E 3-Pc. Plastic 
H 

■ Headboard Bed 
Was S69.9S 

I $4566 
£ 0. Lux* box spring on legs with • 

genuine innerspring mattress and 

I modem, plastic headboard. 

... 
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Convertoway 
Bed Sofa 
Was $219.95 

# 

$14466 
! I 

A full-size sofa by day. Remove sep- 
arate spring cushions and Presto! a full- 
size, bad-height innerspring mattress 
for night. 
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Fluffy Soft , 

Down Pillows 
Was til SO 

$3*88 
Plumb full-size pillow full of finest 

down in o wide selection of "just right" 
softness! 
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Stripe Ticking 
Feather Pillow 

Was SI.65 

88* 
Fine quality feather pillows filled with 

light airy feathers. All m heavy stripe 
ticking. *•»-, 
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| Innerspring | | Hollywood Bed 
Regularly $^^1.88 | *54.95 I 

§ Genuine innerspring Hollywood bed ot o new low price. | You get the big box spring on legs and de luxe innerspnng | ( mattress with roll edges both in heavy duty, ACA stripe | 
ticking. 

§ 
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1 Innerspring 
1 Studio Couch 
1 IFaj $79.50 

, 

*56'4 
I Genuine innerspring studio thot opens 
i to e bed for 2. Has two innerspring 
1 cushions. 
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2-Pc. Kroehler 
Sofa-Bed Suite 

Was t26SM 

$17648 
Handsome Kroehler-styled suite in fine 

boucle. Choice of red, green, or gray. 
Sofa opens to bed. 
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66 Assorted 
Odd Beds 
Values to $89.95 

$14.88 
Stupendous selection of quality beds! 

Some left ever from de luxe suites! In 

ell styles! 

| 
i Birch or Maple 
| Youth Bed 

Was f39.SO 

j $2788 
Full-size beds mad* of selected ba*d 

woods and durably finished in birch >e* 

maple. *. 
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